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• Produced in collaboration with Readex Research

• Has served as one of the building industry’s most distinct and eagerly anticipated 
studies for more than 20 years

• Primary purpose was to detail builder profiles in the following areas:
– Number and average sale price of residential units involved with building in 2011
– Familiarity with, use of, and opinions about brands in 80 product categories
– The importance of green/sustainable features/attributes in brand selection 

decisions in each of the 80 product categories
• Survey sample of 10,800 was selected from domestic recipients of BUILDER classified 

as builder, builder-developer, or general contractor, including those who receive 
BUILDER as a benefit of NAHB membership

• Survey was fielded via twelve versions of a 4-page questionnaire mailed from August 
9 to September 29, 2011

• Survey closed with 3,133 usable responses and a 29% response rate (margin of error 
±1.7 percentage points at the 95% confidence level)

Purpose and Methodology
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60.1 Average number of residential units involved with 
building in 2011

$303,000 Average sales price in 2011

Respondent Profile

Q1. In total, approximately how many residential units will your firm have been involved with building in 2011?
Q2. Considering all residential units your firm will have been involved with building in 2011, what is the average sale price?
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Significant Interest in Trying New Building Product Brands

962 Brands surveyed across 80 product categories

52% Of total builders indicate an interest in trying new building product 
brands they have not used in the past year or two

68% Interest in trying new brands among builders with an average 
sales price more than $500,000 in 2011

63% Interest in trying new brands among builders who built more than 
25 homes in 2011

Strong brands help sell homes. Spotlighting your brand leadership, 
technical expertise and product differentiation to homebuilders is essential.  

That means reinforcing your brand to current customers and 
elevating your brand to potential partners.

Q3. In the past year or two, have you been more willing, the same, or less willing to try building product brands you haven't used in the past?
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Continued Changes Among Brand Leaders

26% New brand leaders this year
– 82 new brand leaders out of 320 positions
– 2011 Brand Use Study had 27% churn with 89 new brand 

leaders out of 324 positions

Consistent churn over the past 2 years reinforces that it is 
more important than ever to leverage and protect your Brand Leader status.
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Top Reasons Builders Are Considering New Brands —
Different Priorities Among Different Types of Builders

Q4. If you have been at least somewhat more willing, what are the main reasons?
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Other Top Reasons for Considering New Brands 
Among All Builders
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Q4. If you have been at least somewhat more willing, what are the main reasons?
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Q5.  Who typically makes the final decision about building product brands used in your firm's homes?

65%

25%

3%
1%

6%

Builder
Home buyer/client
Architect/designer
Dealer/distributor
Other/no answer

Builders Predominantly Make Final Building 
Product Brand Decisions

Builders with an 
average sales 

price of more than 
$500K indicate 
that architects/ 
designers make 

the final decision 
7% of the time —
more than double 

what the total 
universe of 

builders reported 
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Dealer/Distributor Influence Has Not Changed 
Significantly in Product Selection

10%

74%

15%
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Stayed about the same
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No answer

Q6.  Over the last year, how has the role/influence of the dealer/distributor changed in the building product selection for your firm's homes?

Push/pull 
marketing strategy 

is essential . . . 
builder support is 
vital to your 2012 

marketing 
strategies, but 

continued channel 
support is still a 
necessity as well
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Top Categories for Green/Sustainable 
Feature/Attribute Importance in Brand Selection

Q7.  If you were selecting a brand in each of the following building product categories, how important would your perception of that brand's green/sustainable features/attributes 
be in your decision?

Dishwashers

Exterior foundation waterproofing (construction phase)

Refrigerators

Water heaters

Laundry appliances

Windows: skylights/roof

Windows: vinyl

Paints

Windows: wood & clad-wood

Lighting

Insulation

HVAC

All Builders

Builders with an average
sales price of more than
$500K in 2011

Builders who built more
than 25 homes in 2011

Very importantNot at all important
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62% Keep the Buyer’s Guide as a 
resource all year long

79% Use the Buyer’s Guide at least once 
a year

– 34% use it monthly
– 64% use it quarterly

59% Use the Buyer’s Guide for information 
on new products or suppliers

Source: BUILDER SpecSpan Research Study

Builders Use the Buyer’s Guide for Product 
Solutions All Year Long
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The BUILDER Buyer’s Guide: A Year-Long Difference Maker 
in Your 2012 Marketing Strategies

• Emphasize “Brand Leader” designation
• Spotlight market leadership
• Highlight technical expertise
• Call out product differentiation
• Reinforce competitive advantage
• Position your brand with prominence
• Generate leads

BUILDER offers dynamic alignment opportunities around the 
2012 Buyer’s Guide. Contact your Regional Sales Manager to reserve 

a program that prominently spotlights you in the year’s best read reference 
for builders — a compendium of product listings across more than 

200 building product categories (in print and online)!
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